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About This Game

As Sam McRae, last surviving member of the “Titan Hauler” crew, you must hack and blast your way through an onslaught of
truly bad 'bots to find a way to prevent a pote 5d3b920ae0
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I'm giving this a negative reccomendation, but also suggesting if you really want this. get it while it is really cheap on sale. To be
completely honest. the game is competent at best of being a sidescrolling shooter. It is short, about an hour, has a variety of
weapons that differ just enough to warrant them, and the shooting itself isn't too bad. The most glaring issues are the
overpowered stunlocks that can screw you over on higher difficulties, the sheer volume of enemies that are thrown at you at
times (stacked on top of the stunlocking), and especially a couple bosses that basically are all about stunlocking you (see a
pattern here?). After a bit, you will bunnyhop as often as possible to avoid this problem (or at least, try to, it can still get you..
Pretty decent side-scrolling platformer. A fun and short game if you want to play something more casual. Nice comic-book style
cutscenes for the story, but don't expect anything too in-depth. Pick it up if it's on sale.. this game has bad meta reviews, but it's
really not that bad.. Best oldschool game! Recomend!!! 5h gameplay. As the name kind of give away its a bad game so there is
at least honest advertising. Its a mediocre 2d sidescrolling shooter with among the most repetitive gameplay I have come across
in a shooter game ever and the game has really poor pacing since the game goes on forever and ever before the first thing
happen.and then you are all of a sudden on the end boss. The game has no music while you play at all and has a bunch of other
strange design choices that really weirdly defended by the developer in a FAQ on the forums:
http://steamcommunity.com/app/235070/discussions/0/828939797184939390/ The achievements in the game are fairly straight
forward but has some missable stuff just towards the end so would hunt down the save folder location and duplicate your saves
as you are getting close to the end in case you mess them up and overwrite your autosave forcing you to replay the entire game
to be able to do things again. The most annoying achievement in the game is for dying 50 times which is surprisingly hard and
actually is something you have to intentionally grind to get.. Fun untill you encounter waves of "zombie" knife bots, the bad
control scheme and design ruin it all. While jumping you might hold on to a ledge you did not want to, breaking the momentum
and thus causing instant death by hoards of crazy stabing bots. Pressing Up for jump is really a bad key binding, and there's no
way to redefine keys.
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